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Grup Scolar Industrial Cavnic was founded in 1961 and in 1966 it moved to a new building,
with 18 classrooms – the building it has at present.

Our high school in winter and in spring
The profiles offered by the school have been different along the years: mining, engineering,
humanistic, natural sciences, and now tourism and the protection of the environment and
mechanics. There are 11 classes, with 243 students in our school: 9 th grade – 2 classes; 10th
grade – 3 classes; 11th grade – 2 classes; 12th grade – 3 classes; 13th grade – 1 class.
The 18 classrooms are all laboratories for different school subjects: Romanian Literature,
Maths, English, Folklore, Religion, Geography, Physics, Tourism, IT etc.
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The Folklore lab with desks made of tree trunks, costumes and other objects which are
traditional for our region
Maths (Astronomy) lab

Religion lab

Biology lab

IT lab
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The high school has 22 teachers: 3 beginners, 4 teachers with the compulsory degree, 5 with
second degree and 10 with the first degree.

Important events celebrated in the high school:
• Eminescu‟s day – an important Romanian poet, representative of Romantism,
considered a genius – in January with different competitions organized by the teachers of
Romanian literature
• Valentine‟s day in February, organized by the teacher of English
• Mother‟s Day on 8th March – the literary circle “Cristal” usually prepares songs for
this event
• The Feast of our high school is celebrated every year in May, when we have as guests
middle school students who want to continue their education in our school. Also, we have
different sessions of presentations and artistic and sports activities.
• The prom of the graduates, in May, with Miss and Mister graduate contest – the prom
is organized by the 11th grades and the competitors are the students of the 12 th grades
• Halloween at the end of October – competitions of pumpkins and scary stories
• Juniors‟ prom, in October, organized for the new-comers – it is like a ritual of
initiation of the 9th grade students and it is organized by the students of the 10 th grades
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There are many educational activities our school organizes for students.
• We have a Literary circle (coordinator Manuela Lacner) called “Cristal” for the music-gifted
students. They usually organized small concerts for the special events celebrated by the school.

• The school magazine “Mofturi?!” (coordinated by Crina Borcut) which publishes once a
year. The students write the articles, interview other students, teachers or important
personalities of the community. In 2006 the magazine won 1st prize in the competition of
school magazines.
• The contest of the “gulyas” (traditional food from Cavnic): every year, in September, the
school organizes a trip on a hill near the town and each grade prepares this food and then the
teachers taste it and give prizes to the most delicious.

Students going up the hill

The “gulyas”
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• Before Christmas, the teachers of our school receive carol singers – the students of the
school. There are many students involved in playing in the religious theatre “Irod”.
“Irod”

Carol singers
• “Rainbow Euro-Club” (coordinated by Claudia
Stoica) which tries to get involved in different projects.
In 2007, the club won a project through the programme
Youth for Europe with partners from Turkey, Poland
and France and in May, 8 members of the club went to
Poland for 7 days for the meeting with the other clubs
and participated together to different workshops.

The students involved in the Comenius project
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Cavnic is a small town of about 5000 inhabitants and it is situated in the north of the country,
in the region of Maramures.
• HISTORY OF CAVNIC
Cavnic was first recorded in documents in 1336, as Capnic. It was named after the river, which
got its name from a Slavic word, kopaonik, which refers to digging. Mining activity in the area
dates back to the Roman age.
The town was destroyed by the Ottomans in 1460 and by the Tatars in 1717. In 1717, Cavnic
was attacked by a horde of Tartars but the courageous inhabitants of the town succeeded to
defeat the invaders. A monument of stone, 7,2m high, was built in the memory of this event – it
is called the Tartars‟ Pillar and there is an inscription in Latin on it saying: “Anno 1717 usque
hic fuerunt tartari” (“That is how far the Tartars got in 1717.”)

In the 1910 Census of the Kingdom of Hungary, Kapnikbánya (as it was then called) was in
Szatmár county, Nagybánya district. It then had a population of 3517, out of which 1864 were
Hungarians, 49 were Germans and 1604 were Romanians. 1497 identified as Catholic, 1890 as
Greek Catholic, and 89 as Jewish.
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• INDUSTRY OF THE TOWN
The opening of the mines in Cavnic is supposed to date since the 15th century, but the mining
activity could be older. In Voievod coast gallery, 136m away from the entrance of the gallery
an inscription was found: “Here was killed Iacob Huber”, and it is dated 1511. It was probably
a mining accident. Between 1560-1580, the mines from Cavnic were rented and this made the
life of the miners even harder. Between the 17th and the first half of the 18th century the mining
from Transylvania recorded a huge improvement, reestablishing the economical status of this
province.
At the beginning of the 18th century the mining activity of the region had another period of
economic decline, phenomenon amplified by the plague of the year 1710 and the invasion of
the tartars in the year 1717.
The half of the 19th century brings a new stage for the metallurgic and mining industry of
Transylvania due to the better organization, the growth and the concentration of productivity,
and the high number of workers.
The mine Roata of Cavnic, reopened in 1750, has contributed to the exploitation of the ore and
in the next century, but since the beginning of the second half of the 19th century it started to
decline. The mine came back after it was sold to a British company.

Mine flowers from the mines of Cavnic
It was generally known that the mines of Cavnic were on the point of closing, therefore the
town had to develop in a different direction and because the whole town is surrounded by
mountains, tourism was the best solution. The touristic activity in Cavnic started approximately
in 2003. There was only one ski slope but in 2006 the number increased to 5 ski slopes. The
mines of Cavnic were closed by the government in December 2006 and in the same winter
Cavnic inaugurated the first ski slope with nocturne.
Winter lasts for about 4-5 months in Cavnic because we are at a high altitude and so, in winter
there are lots of tourists who come here for skiing on one of the 7 ski slopes we have now. In
the other seasons, the tourists can climb the mountains because there are numerous routes in
the forests around Cavnic. The tourists can stay in pensions, motels or hotels. The first hotel in
Cavnic was inaugurated at the beginning of December 2007.
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Ski slope Icoana

Ski slope at night

The forest in winter

Cavnic is situated at the feet of the mountains
Gutai (1445m) and Mogosa (1249m) and the
landscape is wonderful in all seasons of the
year. There is one peak which is extremely
beautiful due to its shape, like a rooster‟s crest
– that is why it is called Rooster‟s Peak and
the whole natural reservation is called like
this.
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• TRADITIONS OF CAVNIC
THE “BRONDOSI”. It is said that when the Tartars tried to conquer the town, which was
only a village then, the people of the village put on masks to scary the enemies. This event took
part near Christmas and this is why it
became a Christmas tradition. The
“brondos” is usually a boy or a man
who covers his face with a mask made
of sheep wool, he wears white
garments made of hemp (a shirt with
large sleeves and large trousers) and
laced moccasins. The essential
component of the outfit is the harness,
made of leather, on which there are
hung at least 30 big heavy bells which
make a deafening noise when shaken.
The “brondosi” run on the streets of
the town on the second and third day of
Christmas, making their bells ring.
They also go to the houses of their
friends. It is said that they scary the evil spirits which come back on earth for Christmas. You
can see in this photo that they look really frightening. The “brondosi” are said to drive away
the evil spirits. For this purpose, they wear a special costume, made of special materials. The
bells they wear are the most important in their costume as they make a terrible noise by
jumping and running, shaking the bells.
THE “LENKER” is a special sledge with steering wheel,
created around 1920 and it is the traditional sledge of the
inhabitants of Cavnic. Lenker Feasts are organized every
year, in the last week of January and there are lenkers and
ski competitions and other fun activities. Children usually
participate to the lenkers‟ competition.

THE FEAST OF CAVNIC is celebrated in August and it lasts 3 days. The organizers are the
Town Hall and the Town Council. There are many contests (football games, contest of cutting
trees, chess competitions), concerts with famous Romanian singers and bands, artistic
performances and discos for the young.

The mayor and guests at the feast

Children performing traditional dances
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• HISTORY OF ROMANIA
Romania is traditionally divided into 9 regions: Transylvania, Maramures, Moldavia,
Bucovina, Muntenia, Dobrogea, Banat, Crisana and Oltenia. With a surface area of 238,391
km², Romania is the largest country in southeastern Europe and the twelfth largest in Europe. A
large part of Romania's border with Serbia and Bulgaria is formed by the Danube. The Danube
is joined by the Prut River, which forms the border with the Republic of Moldova. The Danube
flows into the Black Sea within Romania's territory forming the Danube Delta, the second
largest delta in Europe, and a biosphere reserve and a biodiversity World Heritage Site.
Romania's territory is distributed
roughly
equally
between
mountainous, hilly and lowland
territories.
The
Carpathian
Mountains dominate the center of
Romania, with fourteen of its
mountain ranges reaching above the
altitude of 2,000 meters. The highest
mountain
in
Romania
is
Moldoveanu Peak (2544 m). In
south-central
Romania,
the
Carpathians sweeten into hills,
towards the Bărăgan Plains.
The territory of today's Romania was inhabited since 513 BC by the Getae or Dacians, a
Thracian tribe. Under the leadership of Burebista the Dacians became a powerful state which
threatened even the regional interests of the Romans. Julius Caesar intended to start a
campaign against the Dacians, but was assassinated in 44 BC. A few months later, Burebista
shared the same fate, assassinated by his own noblemen. His powerful state was divided in four
and did not become unified again until 95, under the reign of the Dacian king Decebalus. The
Dacian state sustained a series of conflicts with the expanding Roman Empire, and was finally
conquered in AD 106 by the Roman emperor Traian, who defeated Decebalus. The Romans
settled in Dacia and they assimilated the Dacians and in this way the Romanian people was
born.
The principalities of Muntenia and Moldavia have fought along the years many battles against
the armies of the Ottoman Empire; Transylvania became in 1699 a territory of the Habsburg's
Austrian empire. The history of Romania was a very agitated one.
The state, squeezed between the great powers of the Ottoman, Austro-Hungarian, and Russian
empires, looked to the West, particularly France, for its cultural, educational, military and
administrative models. In 1916 Romania entered World War I on the Entente side, after the
Entente agreed to recognize Romanian rights over Transylvania, which at that time was part of
Austria-Hungary. Romania was defeated, its capital, Bucharest, and two-thirds of the country
occupied by the Central Powers. In May 1918, Romania was in no position to continue the war,
and negotiated a peace treaty with Germany. In October 1918, Romania joined the war again.
By the end of the war, the Austro-Hungarian and Russian empires had disintegrated; governing
bodies created by the Romanians of Transylvania, Bessarabia and Bucovina chose union with
the Kingdom of Romania, resulting in Greater Romania.
Two periods can be identified in Romania between the two World Wars. From 1918 to 1938,
Romania was a liberal constitutional monarchy, but one facing the rise of the nationalistic, anti13

semitic parties, particularly Iron Guard. From 1938 to 1944, Romania was a dictatorship. The
first dictator was King Carol II himself, who abolished the parliamentary regime and ruled with
his camarilla.
In 1939, Germany and the Soviet Union signed the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, which stipulated,
amongst other things, the Soviet "interest" in Bessarabia. Following the severe territorial losses
of 1940, Carol was forced to abdicate, replaced as king by his son Mihai, but the power was
taken by the military dictator Ion Antonescu (initially in conjunction with the Iron Guard). In
August 1944, Antonescu was arrested by Mihai. Soviet occupation following World War II led
to the formation of a communist Peoples' Republic in 1947, and the abdication of King
Michael, who went into exile. The leader of Romania from 1948 to his death in 1965 was
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, the General secretary of the Romanian Communist Party.
In the early 1960s, Romania's communist government began to assert some independence from
the Soviet Union. Nicolae CeauĢescu became General secretary in 1965, and head of state in
1967. Seduced by CeauĢescu's "independent" foreign policy, Western leaders were slow to turn
against a regime that, by the late 1970s, had become increasingly harsh, arbitrary, and
capricious. Rapid economic growth fueled by foreign credits gradually gave way to wrenching
austerity and severe political repression, which became increasingly draconian through the
1980s. The Romanian Revolution of 1989 resulted in more than 1,000 deaths in TimiĢoara and
Bucharest, and brought about the fall of CeauĢescu and the end of the Communist regime in
Romania.
Romania joined NATO in 2004, and the European Union (EU) on January 1, 2007.
• IMPORTANT PLACES IN ROMANIA
The regions of Bucovina, Moldavia and Muntenia are famous for their old monasteries, some
of them dating from the 14th century and some of them were built by ancient rulers like Stefan
the Great, Mircea the Great, Alexander, Matei Basarab and others.

Sucevita Monastery
The region of Maramures is well known for its
churches made of wood and for the traditions
which are strongly preserved here. The Merry
Cemetery from Sapanta is a landmark for
Maramures due to its colourful crosses
representing scenes from the life of the dead. The
epitaphs are mostly humorous and the culture of
this cemetery is said to be linked with the culture
of the Dacians whose philosophy was based on
immortality and thus they regarded death as a
reason for joy.
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Voronet Monastery

Wooden gate from Maramures

Traditional costume

The wooden churches from
examples of orthodox architecture
preserved very well. The churches
maturation: their roofs are very
trunks placed horizontally. These
expressions of the cultural heritage
the reason why some of them were
Patrimony.

Maramures
are
remarkable
with Gothic influences, which were
prove a great level of artistic
high and the walls are made of oak
churches
are
exceptional
of the part of Romania and this is
included in the UNESCO World

Bran Castle, from Transylvania, was built
in 1212 as a fortress by the Order of the
Knights. At the end of the 13th century it
was conquered by the Saxons and it
became an important commercial centre.
Vlad Tepes used the castle as a starting
point for his battles in Transylvania. The
legend of Dracula, which became a myth
in the 19th – 20th century, appeared in
close connection with the historical
character of the Romanian ruler Vlad
Tepes. He punished his enemies or the
villains by empaling them, using spikes.
This method of torture was also Dracula‟s
favourite way of execution. And from
reality to legend there was only a small step.
Among the most beautiful cities of Romania which are worth visiting, there are:
Bucharest – the capital of Romania

Sighisoara – old medieval city

There is a medieval festival here every year.
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Cluj Napoca – university centre

Sibiu

The European capital of culture in 2007

Timisoara – important university centre

Romania also has one of the second largest reservations in Europe – the Danube Delta, an
exotic region with over 1200 species of trees and plants and with the richest fauna on the
continent. In 1990 UNESCO included the Danube Delta among the reservations of the
biosphere.
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We should not forget the beautiful mountains of Romania.

the Bucegi Mountains

the cross on the Caraiman Peak

Babele (the Old Ladies)

the Mountains Retezat-Godeanu

Also, the Romanian seaside has many touristic resorts, as you
can see from the map. The beach is different from what other
countries offer because it is oriented towards east, south-east,
and this allows tourists to sunbathe almost 10 hours/day. Also,
the gentle slope of descending into the sea is a great advantage
both for adults and children.
There are touristic resorts like Mamaia, Costinesti, Neptun,
Navodari, Eforie, Saturn, Vama Veche etc.

Mamaia

Costinesti
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Our school is located in Avcılar, a pretty district of Istanbul. We have about 600 students, a
headmaster, 3 assistants and 35 teachers. The education is 4 years. Students have to enter an
exam called OKS to attend our school. The aim of our school is to prepare students for
University. According to university success our school is always in the list of top 10 schools in
Istanbul.

• CLASSROOMS
We have 22 classrooms in our school. After getting the opportunity of becoming an Anatolian
High School in 2005-2006 education years, we made our classes a much better technological
and physical environment thanks to our school union. We have DVD players, 5+1 sound
systems, VCD players, computers (internet connected) in ten of our classes. We also renewed
desks and curtains.
With developing technology and scientific research, we provided extremely equipped tools of
course with the devoted work of our teachers for science festival which happens once in two
years. As well as our physic, chemistry, biology laboratory we also have a computer lab which
provides a computer for every student. To be able to get information about world and our
country we offer our computer lab between 9:00 and 17:00 to our students.
To understand and inquire the relationship between reason and result we are performing our
lessons in physics, biology and chemistry labs.
• LIBRARY
Our modern library is the largest of our city. It has the richest content and is constantly
renewing. During the working-hours, it is used by the students regularly. It's a place where the
students complete their term homework, study for their exams. It is also used to get
information about the Turkish and world literature classics and the opinion history by the
students. We also offer our students a chance to get broad scope research and news with the
help of the computers located in our library and steady internet connection.
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• SOCIAL FACILITIES
Scholarships are given to poor students according to our school's possibilities. The support that
is given by the municipality is delivered to our students who are in need of money with care. It
can be said that we know our responsibilities as school management to strengthen the social
solidarity by acting as a bridge between the people that are willing to help and the people who
are in need.
• SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
If sharing solidarities, amusements and sorrows can be gathered on a common point the
success will come after that. Considering this thought we know that education is an important
way of giving a spirit or an idea. Therefore to make our students say: “What a pleasure is to be
a student of Süleyman Nazif High School” we prepare a “graduation ceremony” in order to
give them their diplomas. On these ceremonies poems, folk songs prepared by the students are
exhibited and we share the happiness with the parents as well as the students, feel the sadness
besides. In addition we make a “science festival” every two years and the students prepare
experimental works in the fields of physics, chemistry and biology. And during a week they
inform the students who come from our own school or other schools about their work.
Another activity which the
students are extremely interested
in is “Adalar Yacht Trip” that
takes place every year on 20th
May.
To make our students learn their
own culture and make them
acquainted with the city in which
they live we also prepare trips to
historical museums such as Hadji
Sophia, Blue Mosque, Topkapı
Palace and Yerebatan Sarnıcı.
Also with the daily trips to
Manyas-Abant the sharing is
increased.
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For the memory of our folk poets “Poem Nights” are prepared. The poems and stories of
poets‟ life are prepared with a self-sacrificing work and the importance of claiming our folk
songs is emphasized.
These trips and activities are all made with great efforts from our teachers and management.
Our school prepares “10th November Remembrance Atatürk”, ”24th October Teachers’
Day” on behalf of the county fastidiously besides. There are also works of the students which
take place at the end of the year or semester.
This year there was a campaign in which we gathered tools necessary in education with the
help of our students and sent them to our friend schools in Mardin and EskiĢehir. Also
considering the earthquake reality, on which we have lost thousands of people, after the
destructive earthquake in Pakistan, we prepared an aid campaign in order to assure their
necessities with the aim of sharing the sorrow. All our students shared their pocket money in
this campaign. As long as the individuals don‟t forget their origins and past, the state will
become stronger. It‟s a fact of the history how the country, which we help today, helped us in
our national War of Independence. With this conscious we are compelled to make our students
understand the importance of the social assistance and solidarity. And in this way, as students,
teachers and management, we work all together with great patience and determination. And
with all of these activities we are trying to make this come true.
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Avcılar is surrounded by K..Çekmece lake (east), Yakuplu and Esenyurt (west), BahçeĢehir
(north) and Marmara Sea (south) and is about 3.850 hectare. Our town is 27 km away from
Ġstanbul.
In
1924,
after
the
declaration of the Republic,
the Greeks of Ambarlı
village were bartered with
approximately
40-50
Turkish families. Since
those empty places were
converted into military
warehouses, that area was
called Ambarlı. After the
Turks had settled in that
area, agriculture developed.
The struggle resulted in a
great triumph on 30th
August 1922 and the Lozan
Peace Treaty, which was
accepted by all nations. In
1928 a new group of
emigrants which included
35 families, bought the Amindos Farm, which was located in the South of Anbarlı and is
48.000 acre, they settled in the buildings of this farm. In 1934 the farm became village because
of the increase in population. In 1924 after the Greeks had gone, the Turks came from
Solonika-Greece, and they resided there. In 1928 the Turks began to deal with fishing. Ambarlı
gained value because of its nearness to Istanbul. It was because of the fact that while the
country was developing, energy and oil bearing factories were being built due to nearness to
cities. So Istanbul owned an important energy production factory.
After 1938 military troops resided in Mustafa Kemal district and stayed there long. There was
an airport there in those days. In 1977 a new mosque was built opposite the old one. And the
old one was demolished. Some debris left from Ayazma and Byzantines disappeared. Even
some houses left from Greece were demolished and new buildings were constructed. However,
in the 1950s when Avcılar was a resting place, a hotel called Bal Mahmut, was built. The sea
was full of ships and the beach was destroyed. Turks came from Bulgaria and settled in the
centre of Avcılar. That place became a huge settlement. Afterwards, the small farms in there
became a village and the number of
settlements increased and then that place
was called Avcılar.
When there is game in autumn, and
especially when quail flocks come from the
north, this attracts hunters. After 1970,
Avcılar passed through a very glowing
period. People started raiding that region
with a condemnation event, which started
from Istanbul. The population increased
22

rapidly in that region. Villagers sold their fields, being parcelled out by real-estate agents, in a
short term. Residences started being built on the lands that were sold, new quarters appeared
and Avcılar spread on a very large area. In Avcılar there are 8 bazaars of quarter, 865 bazaar
tradesmen are stated, 2000 or 2500 tradesmen and about 109.213 residence units. About
workplaces, 16.903 workplaces are registered.
Industry developed and grew up rapidly. There are a lot of industry foundations. There are fuel
filling facilities and there is a thermal central, which produces electricity, in the west of
Ambarlı. There are industry facilities on the left and right side of the Furuzköy Road. The
county gains considerable action due to Avcılar statin on E-5 main road. On the right of
London Pavement, Istanbul University, which spreads on a large area, has a lot of importance
In Avcılar county, there are 10 quarters. Our county has 95 highroads, 1541 streets, except for
E-5 highway and side roads
• ECONOMY
With growing industrial facilities in Avcılar, industry, commerce and recreation replaced
fishery, and substituted agriculture. More than 250 industry foundations, including metallic,
textile and clothing goods, are active. These are large and small associations. The population
involved in industrial activities comprises 40% of labours, 10% of tradesmen and officials.
• HEALTH
The other governmental health foundations are cottage hospitals. Numerous clinics and private
hospitals have been established in various places of Avcılar. Those hospitals respond to
people‟s needs on a large scale.
• CULTURE
There are lots of education foundations in Avcılar. In particular, Istanbul University Avcılar
Campus is considerably important. In this campus, engineering, veterinarian, administration
faculties and Technical University are present. Besides, we have a “Cultural Palace” in which
the public can get free courses and can get involved into various activities.
• SOCIAL LIFE
Avcılar was not rich in its social life until recently. However, the increasing number of
population made it possible to set up various social foundations. After Istanbul University
campus moved to Avcılar, the region has been enliven and the social life became considerably
rich. On Ambarlı coastline, there are various recreation centres, cafés and fish restaurants
which make Avcılar socially alive.
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To summarize 5000 years Turkish history in few pages is really impossible. That is why
we will do some quotations of Turkish history.
• THE “TURKISH” NAME
The word “Turk”, according to KaĢgarlı Mahmut, means maturity period, A.Wambery –
come into existence, G.Dorfer - nation devoted to state, Ziya Gökalp - the one who has
morals. Nowadays it is used for “power, strength”. Göktürk first used that word (550-742).
The Turkish nation is formed from different tribes and all these called themselves “Turks”.
•THE MOTHERLAND OF TURKS
The motherland of the Turks is Middle Asia (Turkistan). Middle East is surrounded by Mt.
Kingan (east), Siberia (north), Hazar Sea (west), Mt HindikuĢ and Karanlık (south). The first
settlment in Middle Asia were around the Baikal Lake, Mt. Altay and Tanrı, ġensi and Kansu.
The homeland of the present Turks has been Anatolia (Turkey) for 1000 years.
• THE FIRST TURKS IN HISTORY
The first known Turkish state is Great Hun Empire. When it was established is not known.
Some excavations done in Turkistan show that it was about 5000 years ago. The word “Hun”
means human. They first established state in a area called “Ötügen”. The first known written
document is the pact with China (318 BC). Years later Ötüğen was the area for other states like
Göktürk and Uygur.
• MIGRATIONS FROM MIDDLE ASIA
Turks migrated from Asia to Europe and different parts of Africa during 2000 BC and 11 DC
The reasons of the migrations were:
a) The changing climate in Middle Asia.
b) The growth of the population and the land and grassland were not enough.
c) The regression of the domestic animals because of the diseases.
d) The chaos between tribes.
e) The struggle with Mongolians and Chinese.
They migrated on different routes. Some migrated to the east of Chin, to the south of India,
northwest to Europe, north to Siberia, west to Iran, Iraq, Anatolia, Syria, Egypt and north
Africa. Some Turks who went to Siberia passed through the Bering Strait and settled in
America.
After the migrations, the Middle Asian was not completely emptied. In some parts, the Turks
continued to live. They lived around the rivers Baikal, Aral, Don and Volga. They established
the Asian Hun Empire, Gökturk, Avar and Uygur states. Nowadays they live in Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and Azerbaijan in Kafkas.
• THE TURKISH STATES DURING THE HISTORY
Since Hun Empire there have been over 250 Turkish states. Most of them were the
continuation of previous ones. 16 of them were big empires. They were:
1.Great,Hun Empire, 2.West Hun Empire, 3.European Hun Empire, 4.Ak Hun Empire,
5.Göktürk Empire, 6.Avar Empire, 7.Hazar Empire, 8.Uygur Empire, 9.Karahanlılar,
10.Gazneliler, 11.Great Seljuk Empire, 12.HarzemĢahlar, 13.Alınordu State, 14.Timur Empire,
15.Babur Empire, 16.Ottoman Empire.
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• THE TURKS IN EUROPE
It is known that so many Turkish groups migrated to Europe via north of the Black Sea. In the
4th century DC the Hun Turks migrated to Europe and established the European Hun Empire.
The most well known Khan was Atilla. They helped nowadays Europe to shape itself. During
the 6th century Avars appeared in East Europe. Avar Turks besieged Istanbul twice. During the
8th - 9th and 10th century Hungarians (Hun), Bulgarians, Oğuz (Uz), Kuman (Kıçak) and
Peçenek arrived in Europe. In some parts of Europe (Kosova, Bulgaria, Greece, Romania,
Moldavia, Russia Federation and Finland) there are still some Turks, besides the workers who
went to work in Europe in 1960s.
• RELIGION
Before Islam the religion of the Turks was “Göktanrı” (Sky God). This religion was similar to
Islam. In this religion there was also a creator above the sky. The Turks believed in life after
death. They also sacrificed animals for God. Homeland and honour were holy. Islam also has
the same beliefs. Because of these similarities, the Turks accepted to be Muslims in 751 and
98% of the population are Muslims now. Bulgarian and Hungarian Turks were converted to
Christianity. The Gagauz Turks who live in Moldavia speak Turkish, but they are Christians.
• THE NAME “TURKEY”
The meaning of Anatolia is the rising of the sun. It was given by the Romans. The word
“Turkey” appeared in the 11th century. The meaning is “the land of Turks”. It was first used by
the Europeans.
• THE HISTORY OF TURKEY
Before the Turks, the Frigs, Lidya, Ion, Urartu, Pers, Med, Roman and Byzantines Empires
lived in Anatolia. Before Jesus, it is known that Iskit and Kimmers had come to Anatolia. The
Hun Turks arrived in Anatolia after the birth of Jesus. Some Roman historians mentioned about
these Turks but they did not settle there for long. The Byzantine Empire located the Turks who
were living in the Balkans in Anatolia in order to protect itself from the Arabic and Iranian
attacks. These were Oğuz Kıpçak and Peçenek Turks.
During the years 1015-1021 attacks from the east started by Tuğrul and Çağrı masters. They
came to Anatolia for investigation. After the “Pasinler War” in 1048, Oğuz Turks started to
conquer Anatolia and settled there. The people who were fed up with the unjust management of
the Byzantines met the Turks as saviors. The Turks did not get much tax from the people, did
not force them to change their tradition and religion. These made the conquest easy.
• TURK SELJUKS (1075-1308)
One of Seljuk‟s commanders, KutamıĢoğlu Süleyman Shah, established the TURKISH
SELJUKS in 1074 in Ġznik. In 1096 the Crusaders‟ War started. Eight attacks were done. Four
of them were big. Some reasons of the attacks were to send away the Turks from Anatolia, to
obtain the riches of the east and get back the Jerusalem, which is holly for the Christians.
During the attacks many people died. Crusaders‟ attacks had some positive effects on the
Europeans. They got information about papers, press, gunpowder, windmills, carpets, silk,
sugar and lemon. These were some of the reasons for the appearance of Renaissance in 15th and
16th centuries. After this period the trade between Europeans and Muslims developed. The east
seaports became richer. During the period of Seljuk people became richer because of the trade.
They were so rich that they could not find anyone to help, because everyone was in a good
situation. During this period there were some positive developments in the field of thought.
World famous Mevlana, Yunus Emre and Hacı Bektaş-I Veli lived at that time. Mevlana
was known for his famous saying “Here is not the door of hopelessness, come whoever you
are”, Yunus Emre: “We love the people because of his creator”, “Come and become
familiar/make the things easy/love and be loved/no one will be left in this world”. Hacı
BektasĢ-I Veli - “watch your hand and tongue”. In 1243 the Mongolians arrived to Anatolia.
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The Seljuk lost the “Kösedağ War” and they became weak after that. The Mongolians‟ torture
spread all over Anatolia. Some Türkmen governmental did not accept this situation and started
to set up some states. The Ottoman Empire was one of them.
• THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE (1299-1922)
The Ottoman had connections with the KAYI TURKS which were part of 24 OĞUZ TRIBES.
The KAYI TURKS settled down in Anatolia after the War of Malazgirt in 1071. The first
leader of the KAYI TURKS was Gündüz ALP. Later, the tribe was ruled by Ertuğrul GAZİ
and Osman BEY. The Ottoman Empire was founded in Söğüt near the town of Bilecek by
Osman BEY in 1299. The Empire dedicated itself to the west. The reason for that is the
situation of the Byzantines. There were so many throne fights in the Byzantine Empire. The
governors, called “Tekfur”, did not obey the Empire rules and were demanding tax from the
people. The Ottomans did not force people to change their religion and did not ask for tax
when they conquered the Byzantines lands. They behaved in friendly way and with justice.
This understanding continued during other conquests.
In 1492, in Spain, the Jewish
who were in difficult situation
were accepted by the Ottomans
(Beyazit II) and they settled in
Ġzmir, Selonica and Ġstanbul.
The Jewish we have now are the
grandsons of these people.
When Fatih Sultan Mehmet
conquered Istanbul, he did the
same. He did not force the
people to change their religion.
He allowed the building of
Fener Rum and Armenian
Patriarchate. The conquest of
Istanbul also affected Europe.
By the end of the Byzantine Empire, the feudalism ended too. Besides, the Byzantine scientists
went to Italy and studied the Greek and Roman arts and this led to the new revolution called
Renaissance. The brilliant period of the Ottoman Empire was during the sovereigns of Murat
II, Murat, Fatih Sultan Mehmet, Yavuz Sultan Selim, and Kanuni Süieyman. The Ottoman
Empire was the most powerful in its period. During the rule of Kanuni the lands were nearly 15
million km². During his period, Germany and Venice had to pay tax. Poland and Russia also
had to pay tax to the Tatars who were under Ottoman control. The mystery of the success of
the Ottoman Empire was the justice and tolerance. They did not mingle into the nation‟s
religion and sects. They not only conquered the lands but also people‟s hearts. The Ottomans
gave importance to scientific studies during their period. In Moslem theological schools they
taught not only religion but also positive science.
After 17th century everything began to change. While the western countries were working on
new scientific fields, the Ottomans were in quiet by the power they had. After the war in
Vienna (1683), the Ottoman Empire began to go back and lasted till the Sakarya War (1921).
In 1700s Russia became stronger being led by Char Petro. When he died, in his will it was
written that Russia must widen its borders to the hot seas. The spread of Russia to Balkans was
not liked by England and France. During these years some Huns and Leh nationalists were
sheltered by the Ottoman and were accepted by the Ottomans. This behaviour was appreciated
by the European countries. The Hun nationalists returned to their countries. Leh nationalists
settled in Istanbul. Now this location is called “Polenezköy”, which means the village of the
Polish. They were not forced to change their religion and they still live in that area.
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After the TATAR war between 1853 and 1856, by signing the Paris Pact, the Ottoman Empire
was considered a European country. European countries guaranteed the Ottoman‟s lands.
Unfortunately, some years later, in 1877-1878 during the Ottoman-Russian war, the European
friends left us alone. The Ottomans lost that war with lots of loss. In 1883 Germany, AustriaHungary and Italy formed the trio alliance. And in 1907 England, France and Russia did the
same trio. While these blocks were being formed the Ottomans wanted to join England and
France. But that block did not want to take the Ottomans because they had the idea to break the
country into pieces. On the other hand, Germany wanted to cooperate with the Ottomans. The
aim of Germany was to broaden its fronts, to block the ways that were coming from the
English colonies and provoke the Moslems which were under the Russian control. During the
World War I, the Ottomans were on Germany‟s side. The Turkish nation gained a big victory
in Gallipolis. With the lost of Germans, we were also considered as defeated and after the
World War I, the Ottoman Empire came to an end a few years later (1 October 1922).
• THE TURKISH REPUBLIC (23rd April 1920…..)
The Turkish lands began being attacked after the Mondros Truce October 30, 1918. The
Turkish nation started to struggle to keep the country. With the leader of M.K.Atatürk the
Independence War lasted till 1923. All the world nations accepted the new Turkey on 24 th of
July (Lozan Peace Pact). During the Independence War, (We would like to thank French
writers Pierre LOTI and Claude FERRARE for their support. They wrote that Turkey is
right) the Turkish Assembly was established (23rd April 1920). The new assembly was based
on the policy of nation dominant. Nowadays in Turkey 23 rd April is celebrated as “Children‟s
Festival”. Turkey is the only country that celebrates that day International in the world. 29 th
October 1923 the “Republic“ was established. We founded a new country by defending
enemies. After the Republic, we assumed the secular law system. Some changes have been
done in family and inheritance system. We accepted the Latin Alphabet. Women were given
their rights (to select and be selected) much earlier than some other European countries. We
assumed the new calendar, time and measurements. We did some changes in clothing. All
these changes have been done because of the desire to live together with the West. The founder
of the Turkish Republic, Mustafa Kemal ATATÜRK, managed to do the revolution in 15 years
that Ottoman Empire could not manage to do during 300 years. Atatürk, who did these changes
and revolution, was the model for the countries in captivity. Turkey strongly follows Atatürk‟s
saying “Peace at home, peace in the world”.
The area of Turkey is 814.578 km². The neighbours are Greece, Bulgaria, Georgia, Armenia,
Iran, Iraq and Syria. We also have borders with Romania, Ukraine and Russia by the Black Sea
and the Republic of Northern Cyprus and the Republic of Southern Cyprus by the
Mediterranean Sea. Turkey is surrounded by three different seas. Turkey is the connection
between East-West and North-South, especially in the transportation of energy research. We
have rich mining areas. It is possible to have the experience of all seasons at the same time in
Turkey. ¼ of the country is covered with forests.
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The population of the Turkish Republic is 72.800.000 (in 2007). Turkey is one of the oldest
sites in the world. Before writing was invented many historical arts were found in Karain cave,
Beldibi, BelbaĢı, Tekkeköy, Çatalhyük, Alacahöyük,Hacılar, Beyce Sultan and Tilkitepe. We
have so many masterpieces such as waterside residences, pavilions, mosques, water-tanks,
springs, wooden minbers and dresses. And we have so many ancient arts belonging to Frig,
Lidya, Ion, Urartu, Hiti, Pers, Med, Roman and Byzantine Empires periods. These were and
are our national duty to keep these arts forever. The following sites are in the heritage site list
that was approved by the “World Heritage List” in 2000. Every year we host millions of
tourists from all over the world. We strongly advise you to see and meet the Turkish Republic,
its natural and historical sightseeing.

1. The Selimiye Mosque and Kulliye (16th
century)
3. The sites in Bursa and Cumalıkazık
(13th-15th century)
5. Konya (The capital of Selcjuk)
7. The city wall of Alanya
9. The caravasary of Seljuks (13th century)
11. The palace of Ishakpasha (17th century)
13. The sites in Harran and Şanlıurfa (17th19th century)
15. The city walls of Diyarbakır (12th
century)
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2. The cultural landscape in Mardin (13th
century)
4. The ancient site and tombs in Ahlat
(12th-13th ce)
6. The monastery of Sürmela (5th-19th
century)
8. The monastery of Alahan (7th century)
10. The church St. Nikolas (7th-8th century)
12. The church St. Paul, the well and
surroundings
14. Kekova
16. The Termessos National Park

• TURKS AND SCIENCE
There were and are so many Turks in the history of science. We have already mentioned some
of them above: Ahmet YESEVİ, Mevlana, Yunus EMRE and Hacı BEKTAŞ-I VELİ.
The others are: Nizamülmülk - The Seljuk Vizier. He founded the “Nizamiye Medrese”.
Farabi - he was good at maths, physics, astronomy and philosophy. He studied Aristotle‟s
work and made new comments. That is why he was called “the second teacher”. Western
countries called him “Alfarabius”. İbn-i Sina - he has about 220 studies on philosophy,
medicine, morals and religion. His study called “Kanun Fit-tıb (The law of medicine) was
taught as a research book in European universities for more than 300 years. Biruni - he did
studies in maths, geometry, geography and astronomy. He developed equipment for measuring
the distance and the angle of the stars. He found the specific gravity of many elements .He
succeeded to find the length of the equator by 15 km mistake. Ömer Hayyam - astronomy,
Abdullah Barani - trigonometry, Mahmut Harezmi - maths, Muhammed Gazali philosophy, İbn-i Haysem - philosophy, Ali Kuçu - maths and astronomy, Piri Reis - marine,
Mimar Sinan - did more than 360 art studies. The most important ones are Selimiye and
Süleymaniye mosques. Prof.Dr.Hulusi Behçet discovered the (Behçet ilness), Prof.Dr.Gazi
Yaşargil - medicine. We listed the names above to give you some ideas.
We have so many scientists, poets and writers. We cannot list all of them here because of the
limited work.
AS A RESULT
The most important significant of the Turkish culture is its hospitability and cooperation. In our
culture we have sayings like “neighbour rights” and “The one who sleeps while his neighbour
is hungry is not from us”. No matter who is your neighbour or what nationality/religion he is.
Our neighbour can be Muslim, Christian etc. To help our neighbours that are in difficulty is our
duty. The crime rate comparing to other countries is rather low. Some of the reasons for that is
our family relations and the feeling of cooperation, which are very strong.
As one of our poets says:
Come and know each other
Make the work easy
Love to be loved
No one lives forever in that world.
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THE PUPILS FROM 2.7 CLASS

INTRODUCE

THEIR SECONDARY
SCHOOL
THEIR CITY
THEIR COUNTRY
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The lycée HABERGES was founded in September 1989. The architecture of our secondary
school is extremely unique and its exceptional conditions are appreciated by everybody.

No other secondary of France can be compared to it!
Its architecture is unique, like its name which means “WELCOME”.

Its library is very attractive

and

its sports equipment is modern.
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All
the
classrooms
are
equipped
with
computers. It is the first digital secondary
school of Haute-Saône.

One of the on-line communication classrooms.

Training offered at the secondary school :
A classroom where physics
and chemistry are taught.

BAC L (Litteraire)
BAC S (Scientific)
BAC ES (Economic and Social)
BAC STG (Science and Technology
of management)
BAC ST2S (Science and Technology
Sanitary and Social)
BTS AD (Management)
BTS NRC (Negotiation CustomerRelations)
PRCSS (Preparation in Sanitary and
Social Competition)

A Biology Classroom

The pupils can entertain
thanks to a lots of club :
 Astronomy,
 Aviation,
 Chess,
 Theater,
 And Many Others ……

themselves
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THE PUPILS FROM 2.7 CLASS

2.7 TEACHERS TEAM
Patrick SEGURA
History & Geography

Nora HADJ
Business &
Communication

Carole VILLEGAS
Spanish
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Paul FISSON
Physics & Chemistry

Grégoire GALLIOT
Biology

Laurence CARBONNEAU
Mathematic

Régine BANSE
French

Population: About 18 500 Inhabitants

Region
FRANCHE-COMTE

Departement
HAUTE SAÔNE

The city of Vesoul broadly stretches over 903 hectares,
bordered completely in the south-east by the cliffs of the plateau
of Vesoul, in the north by a gently mountainous region, in the
west by the zone of the lake and the Durgeons Valley, in the
centre, the hill called the Motte, which is the most famous
landmark of the Vésulien landscape.
In the middle of the city of Vesoul, the “Old Town” displays its
historical charms. Its ancient houses, such as the Thomassin
hotel and the Baressols Home present a series of ancient
facades, from the 15th and 17th centuries, each having its own
features.

Vesoul formed around the hills of the Motte.
Archaeologists have discovered antique objects on the
summit of the Motte, many currencies and medals in the
style of the first Roman emperors. It was also shown
that the Romans stayed in the region for a long time.
Newer objects of the Neolithic and the Gallo-Roman
epoch were found in Vesoul‟s center.

Hills of the Motte
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Lake of Vesoul

Vesoul and it’s agglomeration
 Nearly 34 000 inhabitants,
 More than 10 000 students,
 More of 8 000 Sporting bachelors,

 More of 250 associations,
 More of 1 200 business ,
of which principal PEUGEOT
business of Vesoul 121 hectares
and employing 4500 workers.

Vesoul’s City Hall

BIGS EVENTS AND TRADITIONS
Asian Cinema Festival: February
Carnival: at the beginning of March
The crowds of the Clod (chases feet): at the beginning of April
The summer exhibition competition of avid painters: fine June

Fireworks on the lake: July 14 and August 15
Honey Celebration Echenoz-la-Méline: fine August
Triathlon: August
Jacques Brel Festival: September - October
Exhibition of Beginner Painters: October
Saint Catherine: November 25
Exposing craftsmen and traders: every Thursday morning at the fairgrounds and covered Markets
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INDUSTRY IN VESOUL
PSA CITROËN is the biggest company in Vesoul.
It stretches over 121 hectares, 48 of which are
buildings.
The Citroen factory employs about 4 500 people,
Around 600 of which are technicians and
Executives.
Peugeot is one of the biggest companies in
Franche-Comte. This enterprise controls the
manufacturing of steelbars ironwork and tubing
for the car industry.

Here is where stocks of car parts are held
before they are distributed world-wide.

VESOUL AND ITS ASSOCIATIONS

The cultural associations
Theatre, Library, Echecs

The sports associations
Aviation, Model Aircraft Making,
Mountaineering, Climing, Walking, Martial
Arts, Athletic, Badminton, Basketball,
Billiards, Boxing, Hund, Cycling, Dance,
Fencing, Football, Juggling, Struggle,
Petanque, Sail…
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France is located in the western Europe. It is surrounded by Spain in the south-west, Italy,
Switzerland, Belgium, Luxemburg and Germany in the east. In the south-east, there is the
Mediterranean Sea. On the west coast, there is the Atlantic ocean. Between France and GreatBritain, lies the Channel sea.

The Vosge
The Jura
The Massif Central

The Alps

The Pyrenees

France has an important variety of landscapes: the coastal lowlands in the north, the west and
the Alps in the south-east and the Pyrenees in the south-west. The French Alps reach the
highest point of western Europe at 4,810m. In the centre of France, there is the Massif Central.
It is a chain of dormant volcanoes.

France has some territories in
North America, the West
Indies, South America, in the
India Ocean, in North and
South Pacific and in Antarctic.
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THE BIGGEST CITIES OF FRANCE

The Capital: Paris

Paris is the capital of the France.
It is located in the region Ile-De-France (20 433
inhabitants/km²).
Paris is the most important city in France because of its
location, as it benefits from good roads and fluvial
infrastructures and because it is in the middle of a rich
agricultural area.
The National Assembly (legislative power), l’Elysée
(executive power) and ministries are located in Paris.
Paris is a very big cultural and tourist centre (the Eiffel
Tower, museums etc.)

Marseille

Marseille is located in the south east
of France; it is the second most
populated
city,
with
3 412
inhabitants/km².
Marseille is the most important
French
harbour
in
the
Mediterranean Sea. This city has
several faces, many colours.
It’s a cosmopolitan city.

Lyon is a French city, it is located next to the
Rhone and the Saone. It’s the leader place of
the department of the Rhône and of the region
Rhône-alpes.
For its population it’s the 3 rd city of France
(9 743 inhabitants/km²).
Lyon is proud of its past of capital of the
Gaules.

Lyon
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HISTORY OF FRANCE

After the downfall of the Roman Empire in the 5th century,
France was a busy area on which settled all kinds of peoples
coming from Asia: Burgundies, Alamans , Vandals,
Franks… Those remained in power until the 19 th century:
they were the Merovingians , the successors to Clovis.

CHARLEMAGNE
Equestrian statue, 19th century Le Louvre
CLOVIS
King of the Franks.

Museum

The Carolingians, the descendants of Charlemagne,
gradually unified France and only lost the throne at
the time of the French Revolution in 1789.

The revolutionaries strengthened what is a dominant
feature of France today: a state which is centralized
around its capital, Paris.

The ideas of the philosophers of the Enlightenment
( Montesquieu , Rousseau,
Voltaire ) led to the
st
proclamation of the 1 Republic and to the Declaration of
Human and Civic Rights.

But the political fights went on all throughout the 19th
century between the defenders of Monarchy, of the
Empire and the Republicans. The 3 rd Republic of 1875
permanently established this form of government in
France, as well as its secularism.

Like any country in Europe, France was marked by the two
World Wars and had to deal with the decolonisation and
the downfall of its empire.
Today, France is turned towards Europe and has to adapt
its institutions and its social originality to this new common
project.
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In 1945 a school No7 was established in Šančiai district. On 22nd November 1968 the school
moved to a new building at 164a Vokiečių Street. In 1996 the school was granted the title of
“Kaunas Šančiai Secondary School”.
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The school community includes 58 teachers: 3 teacher experts, 29 teacher methodologists, 16
senior category teachers, 4 teachers and 6 young specialists seeking for the teacher„s category.
This school year there are 643 students working in 27 classes at school. There are 30

classrooms: 7 for teaching Lithuanian, 9 classrooms for foreign language teaching, 4 for
mathematics, 2 for history, geography, biology, physics, chemistry, 2 classrooms for teaching
crafts and 2 classrooms for computer science, one of them was equiped this school year with
the funds bankrolled by the europarliamentarian Jolanta Dičkutė. We have a cosy canteen, a
sports gym, a library with a big reading room, an assembly hall and the school museum.
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A lot of famous people studied at our school: famous Lithuanian poets Janina Degutytė,
Eduardas Mieţelaitis, Vytautas Onaitis; paintress Jūratė Stauskaitė; actors Gintautas Ūzas,
Ramūnas Šimukauskas, Donatas Šimukauskas, singers Laima Ţemaitytė, Egidijus Sipavičius;
famous politicians of Lithuania (former ministers, members of the Seimas) Linas Linkevičius,
Juozas Bernatonis, also a lot of famous scientists, doctors, teachers. Five teachers working at
our school studied here.
• TRADITIONS AND FESTIVALS CELEBRATED AT OUR SCHOOL
Ethnographical feast
Shrove Tuesday
Reciting contest in the Lithuanian language
All Saints‟ Day commemoration
School president inauguration
Contest of students‟ knowledge, compositions and pictures „We are against AIDS”
Christmas celebrations
St. Valentine‟s Day
School Birthday party
Sport competition and matches
One-hundred day party
Mother‟s Day concert
Last bell festivity
General certificate of Secondary Education feast
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The team of students participating in the project “RESPECT THE DIFFERENCES AND
APPRECIATE THE SIMILARITIES!”
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My native town is Kaunas. My parents were born here and I was born here, too. Lithuanians
say that Kaunas is in the heart of Lithuania, because it is situated almost in the geografical
centre of the country.

Kaunas is situated in the valley of the two longest rivers in Lithuania, the Nemunas and the
Neris. The name Kaunas was first mentioned in 1361. Though it was a small town, Kaunas
Castle was an important post fighting against the attacks of Teutonic Order. After the victory of
Ţalgiris battle the city started to grow rapidly. Even nowadays there are a lot of buildings that
remind us of its prosperity and wealth. The city symbol is the town Hall that Kaunas citizens
named The White Swan.
You can find a lot of features of the Golden Ages in Kaunas. The World War I stopped the
growing of the city. Russians occupied the part of Lithuania with the capital Vilnius. Kaunas
became temporary the capital and the main city of Lithuania. During the short period of
independence Kaunas grew into a nice modern town. But the Soviet occupation greatly
changed the face of the city. Many churches and other architectural monuments were destroyed
or turned into warehouses. Only in 1988, with the movement of freedom the reconstruction
works started. The streets and squares got back their old names and the park of the War
Museum got back its monuments.
There are about 400,000 inhabitants in Kaunas now. It is the second largest city in Lithuania.
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• IMPORTANT PLACES IN KAUNAS
KAUNAS CITY HALL
It is a former seat of the magistrate and a city municipality symbol. In 1542–1562 it was built
one floor in Gothic style of the City Hall with a tower. In the second half of XVIth century it
was reconstructed the two floors Renaissance style building; the tower was significantly raised.
In the second half of XVIIth century it was reconstructed again and gained some features of
Baroque style.
In 1865–1869 the City Hall was the location of the city theatre, and later on the municipality of
the city.
In 1969 1973
the
City
Hall
was restored
and fit to use
as Marriage
Palace, its
Gothic
underground
became
a
museum of
ceramics.
The
City
Hall is the
main figure
of the old
town,
the
centre of its
prospects
and
its
decoration.
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KAUNAS ST. PETER’S AND PAUL’S ARCH – CATHEDRAL BASILICA
It grew up from a parochial St. Peter‟s and Paul‟s church that was built in 1408–1413. The
construction of the parochial church began in the same year when Kaunas was conferred the
privilege of Magdeburg rights.
In the first half of XVIIth century the church became the largest Gothic style building in
Lithuania. In the same XVIIth century, during the war, it was burnt and then reconstructed.
After fire of 1732 the interior of the church was renovated in a new Baroque style.
In 1895 the church gained the title of Cathedral, in 1921- the title of Minor Basilica, in 1926 –
Arch-Cathedral Basilica.
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KAUNAS CASTLE
Kaunas Castle was built in 1360-1362 in a place of an ancient village near the junction of great
Lithuanian rivers the Nemunas and the Neris. It was the first brick – laid castle in Lithuania
and it was the oldest castle type building in Gothic style in the Great Duchy of Lithuania. In
1362 the castle was destroyed by the army of the Teutonic Order. In 1402-1408 another brick –
laid castle arose above the ruins of the old one and a part of this castle has survived until now.
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THE STATUE OF LIBERTY
The statue was created by the sculptor J. Zikaras. It is the symbol of Lithuanian Statehood,
unveiled in 1928, destroyed during Stalinist regime, and restored again in 1989.
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THE MONUMENT OF VYTAUTAS THE GREAT
The statue was created by the sculptor V. Grybas. The monument was unveiled in 1932,
commemorating the 500th anniversary of Lithuania Grand Duke Vytautas‟ death.

• INDUSTRY OF THE CITY
Nowadays Kaunas industry makes 20% of all Lithuanian industry. At the beginning of 2007
there were 1317 manufactory industriual plants with 40503 employers and it made 22,3% of
working people in the city. The most developed Kaunas industrial branches are: food and
drinks industry, textile and light industry (drapery and footwear, garment, furriery), chemical
industry, pharmacy, woodwork and furniture industry. Information technologies and
electronics have become an important part of Kaunas employment.
Half of the production is being marketed by the plants in home trade and the other part is being
exported. The biggest part of the exported production is textile, metals, electrical equipment,
woodwork goods and furniture. The main export markets are the countries of the European
Union, Russia and the Scandinavian countries.
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• TRADITIONS IN OUR CITY
Kaunas, with more than 400 thousand inhabitants, is one of the most significant cities of
Lithuania. It is a city of very old and established cultural traditions and a place where
generations of Lithuanian artists, composers and writers lived and have left their imprint. Their
works are on display in various museums and galleries.
Every spring and autumn, the international Kaunas Jazz Festival invites you to jazz with
famous performers in a mix of familiar and non-familiar, large and small venues around the
city. Every year Kaunas Jazz presents a wide and rich spectrum of modern jazz. Participants
from more than 20 countries of the world have taken part in the festival. Kaunas Jazz doesn't
forget Lithuanian musicians as well, who get excellent possibilities to improve themselves and
to make Lithuanian jazz known in the world.
The internationally recognized Pazaislis Classical Music Festival lasts for three months each
summer and hosts stars from countries around the world. The Paţaislis Music Festival was first
held in 1996 on the initiative of its Artistic Director Petras Bingelis and the Coordinator
Justinas Krėpšta. Very soon, the festival joined the programmes initiated by the Council of
Europe: the Baroque Route, the Monastic Route, and the Hanseatic Route. The Paţaislis Music
Festival, lasting all summer, offers over 30 concerts of chamber, symphony, vocal and
instrumental music of diverse genres and styles.
In May, we host the annual Kaunas City Days which light up the main pedestrian street from
the New Town all the way through to the Old Town with fancy dress parades, street stalls,
theatre processions, concerts, fairs and other eye-catching sights. Kaunas City Day is
celebrated on the 20th of May because Kazimieras Jogailaitis renewed and expanded the
privileges of the city in 1463. The oldest original privilege is kept in St. Petersburg archives
and its copy is kept in Kaunas City Hall.
Kaziuko mugė (English: Kaziukas Fair) - is the biggest annual Lithuanian folk crafts fair
dating back to the beginning of the 17th century, held on the Sunday nearest to St. Casimir's
Day, March 4, the day Saint Casimir Jagiellon died. Kaziukas is a diminutive of Casimir in the
Lithuanian language. Today, Kaziukas fair is a festival of folk art and crafts, music and dance.
The assortment of the fair includes mostly hand made goods from local craftsmen, such as
knitted clothes, footwear, toys, utensils, metal crafts, souvenirs, paintings, as well as foodstuff,
mainly rye bread, bagels, honey cookies, meat and dairy products, natural honey, beer. Most
typical product of the fair is called "muginukas", an often heart-shaped honey cookie,
decorated with coloured sugar flowers, dots and birds. Popular men's and women's names are
written on the cookies. People buy and give them to selected loved ones. It is a custom to bring
some back for anyone who had to remain home.
Shrove Tuesday (Užgavėnės in Lithuanian) is a celebration that is held just before the
beginning of the Christian liturgical season of Lent. Shrove Tuesday is celebrated on the 46th
day before Easter. While considered a Christian tradition, this holiday, in fact, dates as far back
from pagan times, when it was celebrated to mark the end of winter. Uţgavėnės is also the last
opportunity for Catholics to enjoy a substantial meal, before the Lent, a time of abstinence,
comes. A time for merry-making, Uţgavėnės in Lithuania is celebrated with games, dancing
and other revelries. The traditional element of the feast is driving winter away by burning
Morė, a huge doll symbolizing winter. Scores of joyful and frightening characters in masques
gather to bid farewell to winter and welcome spring.
New Year is the start of the Calendar year. In the ancient Lithuanian national calendar the
beginning of the New Year did not have a fixed date. During the last centuries, the year‟s start
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was celebrated between December 24th and January 6th. The New Year period in Kaunas
starts with the lightning of the Christmas Tree on 1st-10th December.
Traditional Festivals of Modern Dance. AURA is the only municipal theatre of modern dance
in Lithuania. AURA was the first one who started to organize the festivals of modern dance in
Lithuania and successfully works in this field till now. During 15 years the festival has
gathered more than 1000 dancers from all over the world and invited them to take part in the
modern dance workshops. This event is a unique opportunity for its participants to exchange
ideas and experiences of dance, which have been developed all over the world as well as
familiarize with the developments of modern dance in Eastern Europe.
July 6th is the Coronation Day of Mindaugas, the first king of Lithuania. Mindaugas was the
first known Grand Duke of Lithuania. He was the King of Lithuania from 1253. Mindaugas
was able to win personal power in Lithuania and unite the Balts. He is considered to be the
founder of the Lithuanian state. Every year, historical performances are presented to the
audience on the eve of the State Day in open-air at Kaunas Castle. They are enjoyed by the
audience due to impressive view and encouragement of patriotic feelings.
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Lithuania is one of three countries located on the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea. The
Lithuanian State began to form in the second half of the first millennium. The domains on the
individual sovereigns were united into the Grand Duchy of Lithuania by Grand Duke
Mindaugas, the first and only king of Lithuania, who reigned from approximately 1236 to
1263. On July 6, 1253, the Pope‟s envoys placed a crown on his head and by 13 th century,
Lithuania became equal to the other Christian states of Europe. Lithuania was considerably
expanded by Grand Duke Gediminas, who ruled from 1316-1341, as well as by his sons
Algirdas and Kestutis. The further prosperity of the state is linked with the reign of Kestutis‟
son Vytautas, who ruled from 1392 to 1430. At that time, the territory of the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania stretched from the Baltic to the Black Sea.
In 1387, the formerly pagan adopted Christianity and, through Catholicism, drew closer to the
culture of Western Europe. In the 16th century Renaissance ideas and the Reformation began to
spread through Lithuania. At the same time, the first Lithuanian book was printed and the
University of Vilnius was founded. Politically, the state began to weaken, while neighboring
states began to grow in strength. In 1569, Lithuania was united with the Polish Kingdom into
the federal state of Rzeczpospolita.
During the 1795 division of the Polish – Lithuanian Commonwealth, Lithuania was annexed
by Russia. In the 19th century, the Lithuanian National Freedom Movement began and soon
became massive. It ended with the restoration on Lithuanian statehood. On February 16, 1918
the Council of Lithuania announced a resolution by which the independence of Lithuania was
declared. This date has become a national holiday as well as a symbol of restored freedom and
statehood. Lithuania made enormous economic and cultural progress during the period of
independence (1918-1940). In the years 1940-1990 Lithuania was occupied by the Soviet
Union.
The road to Lithuanian independence was led by the Lithuanian Reform Movement headed by
Dr. Vytautas Ladsbergis. On March 11, 1990, the Supreme Council of Lithuania announced the
Act for the Renewal of Independence of the Republic of Lithuania and in 1991 Lithuania was
met with broad international recognition.
• IMPORTANT PLACES OF LITHUANIA
VILNIUS - CAPITAL CITY OF LITHUANIA
The capital of Lithuania, with a population of about 554,000, is situated in a valley between
two rivers: the Neris and the Vilnia. Vilnius is mentioned for the first time in 1323, in the
letters of the Grand Duke Gediminas.
The remains of Gediminas‟ Castle, located on a hill in the city centre, are a reminder of those
old times. A wide panorama of Vilnius opens up from the castle tower. The Lower Castle is
now being rebuilt at the foot of the castle hill. In the 16- 17th centuries, Lower Castle housed
the Palace of Lithuanian Sovereigns. Nearby, Vilnius‟Archcathedral gleams white.It was built
in 19th century, and was in fact rebuilt from the former one after the Classicist design of an
architect famous in Lithuania, L.Stuoka-Gucevičius. Archaeologists investigating the vaults of
the cathedral found traces of 12th century construction. It is believed that a church built by
Mindaugas could have stood here. Hence, in Mindaugas‟ times, Vilnius was already a capital,
many years before it was ever mentioned in historical annals.
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A tour of Vilnius should begin with the Old Town at the two churches: St. Ann‟s and the
Bernardine‟s, standing side by side on Maironio St. St. Ann‟s Church, dating back to the 16 th
century, is considered to be a Lithuanian Gothic masterpiece, while the Bernerdine Church is a
bit older, from the end of 15th century. A monument created by G. Jokūbonis to Polish poet
Adam Mickiewicz stands nearby on the Vilnia River bank. Mickiewicz lived in Vilnius from
1815 to 1819 not far from this monument on Bernardinų St., where it is imagined that he used
to sit at the rivulet and pen his impressions. The path Mickiewicz liked to take runs along
narrow Bernardinų St., arriving at the centre of Old Town and Pilies St. This street joins
Didţioji St., which then goes around to Town Hall (Rotušė) Aušros Vartų St. Leads to the
Gates of Dawn (Aušros Vartai).
On the way to Pilies St., there
is the House of Signatories at
Pilies St. 26, where on
February 16, 1918, the
Council of Lithuania signed
the Independence Act and
restored the independent state
of Lithuania after 120 years
of Czarist Russia‟s rule. On
the other side the street are
the belfries of Sts. Johns‟
Church. Further on, where the
street branches, there is the
Orthodox Church of St.
Paraskeva and the permanent,
outdoor, souvenir market for
Vilnius‟ artists and artisans.
Here Didţioji St. Passes
Swedish Embassy and numerous shops and cafes, leading to Rotušė Square with Vilnius‟
Town Hall standing in the centre. It was designed by Laurynas Stuoka Gucevičius and built at
the end of 18th century (Didţioji St. 31).
Left to the Town Hall there is St. Casimir‟s Church at Didţioji St. 34. Construction of this first
Baroque church began in 1604,
soon after the Roman Pope
canonized Prince
Casimir
(1458-1484) the saint and
guardian of Lithuania. Further
on is one more Baroque
building, St. Theresa‟s Church
(Aušros Vartų St. 14). The 16th
century
Aušros/Medininkų
Gate was part of the town‟s
defence wall. Above the gate
there is the Chapel of Gates of
Dawn (Aušros Vartai) with a
picture of the Compassionate
Blessed Mary, Mother of
Jesus, dressed in gilded silver
clothes (17th c.). The Roman
Catholics the world round
know about this holy image
and copies are kept in churches in Paris and Rome.
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TRAKAI
Trakai is a town surrounded by hills and lakes with small islands. There is a great palace in one
of them. It reminds of Great dukes, fights with crusaders, honour of Lithuanian history. There
are a lot of famous places and cultural and historical valuable monuments in Trakai. Some of
them were destroyed through fights and fire, others were corrupted at peaceful times due to
people not knowing and not respectful to grand generation.
The history of Trakai is closely related to the castle, which stands on a peninsula in the Lake
Galve. The castle was built during the late 14th century. The Gothic castle is an impressive
example of Lithuanian fortress architecture. During the 15th century, the castle was the
residence of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.
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HILL OF CROSSES
Near the town Šiauliai, on the left bank of the Kulpė River, lies the famous HILL OF
CROSSES (KRYŢIŲ KALNAS). After the rebellions during the 1800s, people from near and
far began to put crosses on the hill in memory of relatives who had been killed. Normally,
crosses are put on graves, but since many of the rebel‟s graves were unknown, the Hill of
Crosses became a symbolic grave for all those who had been killed. In 1963, a memorial rock
was placed on the Hill of Crosses to commemorate the 100 th Anniversary of the 1863
Rebellion. The number of crosses on the hill continues to increase to this day. Now there are
about 15,000 crosses standing on the Hill with about 40,000 smaller crosses hung on the large
ones.
The crosses used to be placed by Stalin‟s exiles, political prisoners and faithful, who prayed to
God for the freedom and independence of Lithuania. After the restoration of independence, the
Hill of Crosses became one of the centers of Catholicism in Lithuania.
Solemn festivities were arranged on the Hill of Crosses in September of 1993, when Pope John
Paul II visited Lithuania. The Holy Father said, “Thank you Lithuania, for this Hill of Crosses
testifies to the great faith of this land, for Europe and the entire world.”
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THE KURSHES SPIT
It is a long but thin sand peninsula. It is separated from Klaipeda by a strait of half a kilometer
width. There meet the waters of the Baltic Sea and the Kurshes spit. There dry land finishes
and wide seawaters begin. Length of the Kurshes spit – about 97 km. Its width is various: most
narrow place is near Sarkuva, about 400 meters. The Kurshes spit is wider where longer
peninsulas, called horns are. The spit is wider near Rasyte, Nida and Pervalka and near
Bulvikis horn it is even 3.8 km. West part of spit - seashore - is concaved but straight and bays
and horns curve east part. If we swim through the spit from south side we could see Rasyte„s,
Grobstas‟, Bulvikis‟ and Birstvynas‟ horns. The most interesting of them is Grobstas‟ horn in
the south side from Nida, which is two kilometers long. There are deeper bays among these
horns.
The name – Nerija – first time was mentioned in the written sources in the XIIth century.
Nerija is the oldest name of this sand peninsula. Kurlandians (Kurshes) called it Kurshes spit
due to connection with spit and sea, and Mario called – Kurshes Sea. Today we have two
names: the Kurshes spit (sand peninsula which separates the Kurshes spit and the Baltic Sea)
and Neringa (town which connects Juodkrante, Nida, Preila and Smiltyne settlements).
The Kurshes spit is a pride of the whole Lithuania – high seashore winded dunes, which do not
have identical one in the whole Europe. There is an old seashore land architecture, which has
two ends houses. Such houses are for family and guests. Lots of houses are built using squared
logs, walls are nailed by vertical boards, colored in blue or brown. Tiles or reeds cover roofs.
Almost all fishers‟ houses “lock“ at spit and even flower garden, too. A lot of fishers‟ houses
are reconstructed and remarked as architectural monuments.
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On 3 October, 1921, Ludza Practical Grammar school was opened. It was ruled by Felicija
Brice – they were just basic steps to foundation of
Ludza Town Gymnasium. During the years passed
our school was called Ludza State Grammar school
and Ludza Secondary school No.1. In 1991 after
the accreditation,the school received the status of
Ludza Town Gymnasium.

Facts about the school:

Ludza Town Gymnasium

 756 pupils ( 378 girls and 378 boys) aged 7-18
in the school year 2007/ 2008
 The pupils by nationalities: Latvians 91%, Russians 8%, Poles 5 %, others 0,5%
 Teaching staff: 3 teachers, 9 of them have Master Degree
 The school provides Lower Secondary Programme compulsory education) and Upper
Secondary Programme (two directions: mathematics-science and humanitarian-social
studies)
 The programmes have been accreditated from 5 April, 2007 till 31 July, 2017.
 English, German and Russian are taught as foreign languages

Teachers of Ludza Town Gymnasium

There are 33 light and comfortable rooms in the school
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In studies our students also have a high level. Students had the following results at the
olympiads: 8 first places, 26 second places, 20 third places and 31 honorary rewards. Good
results are shown not only in our district but also in the region and state: in regional olympiads
there are 1st, 2nd and 3rd places, 2 honorary rewards, state – 2 honorary rewards.
The place where our students can improve their
knowledge and have a rest is our library “An
Owl House”. Every year there are about 20
press editions available. In total there are about
75,000 books, audio cassettes, video, etc. The
number of readers is more than 1,000. There are
two computers for the readers to use and two
computers for our librarians.
School library

Certainly, we don‟t only study, but also participate in some projects with the support of ESF,
LVAVA and local authorities, we attend facultative and out-of-school activities.
Different projects have been carried out in our school lately:
 the outfit of the teaching content and the further education of Science, Mathematics and
Technology teachers;
 the formation of teachers‟ further methodical net‟s guarantee;
 the acquisition of new computer engineering and linking it in the united system;
 the outfit of equivalent knowledge and skills for research works for Latvian schools and
schools for the minor nationalities;
 Meileite kai spieleite / Language as a game;
 the programme of the sport equipment‟s acquisition;
 “Comenius” – the schools‟ partnership project.

There is a folk dance club in Ludza Town
Gymnasium. It was founded in 1991. The teacher is
Elita Romonovska. The students of all ages are in this
club. The members of this club go to different cities and
perform the best Latvian folk dances. It has participated
in the Latvian Song and Dance festival for 5 times.
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„Žiks” dancers and their teacher

There is a school choir in Ludza Town Gymnasium. The teachers of the choir are Karīna
Demko-Senkane and Aina Kairova. The choir regularly participates in the Song and Dance
festival held in Riga. Last year the choir got the second Degree Diploma. It takes part in all
school activities.

There is a drama club in Ludza
TownGymnasium. The teacher is Ineta
Abricka. It has existed since 2000. At the
moment the students from 5-6 forms are
acting in this club. The drama club takes
part in all school activities and festivals
arranged by Ludza District Council.
There is a pop group “Ekspresia” in our school. It was founded in 2003. The teacher is Aina
Kairova. At first, the group was called “Angels”, but then they changed its name to
“Ekspresia”. Sometimes the members of the group sing solo. The group got the main prize in
the contest “Winter guest”.

Sports activities enthusiasts more often choose
handball, football, volleyball, weight lifting or trackand-field lessons. We can mention good results of our
pupils in sport. Playing handball, basketball, football,
volleyball and street ball, our pupils have been
successful in Ludza region and in the state level
during the last five years.

In our Ludza Town Gymnasium there is a correction

School sportsmen with race-cup

exercising club. The teacher is Solvita Narnicka. In
this club there are acting students from 2-3 forms. The aim of this club is to improve children
body and promote its farther correct development.
The Pupil‟s Council is responsible for the planning and organization of out-of-school activities.
It consists of 60 pupils from the 5th to the 12th forms and they are the leaders in the
organization of out-of-school activities and are the creators of new ideas. Different activities
take place during a school year. Some of them have already become traditional.
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Ludza is situated in the east of Latvia on the Latgale‟s upland. The area of the town is 1053
hectares.
Ludza is the centre of the district and has a common border with the Russian Federation and
other parts of the region as well. An international road Riga- Moscow leads through Ludza.
Bus transport is developed in the region. You may get to small settlements and big towns such
as Daugavpils, Riga, Cesis by bus. There are 245 km from Ludza to Riga and 694 km from
Ludza to Moscow.
• LUDZA HISTORY. Archeological heritage says that Latgaļi tribes inhabited this land
already in the 1st millennium BC. The important trade roads went through this region between
Western Europe and Russia. The opposite of Western and Eastern cultures determined the
household and characters of people in Ludza.
There are 5 lakes near the town – the Big Ludza Lake, the Small Ludza Lake, the Dunakļu
Lake, the Zvirgzdene and Runtorta Lakes. Ludza is often called ”the land of blue lakes”.

Ludza surroundigs were already inhabited in the Middle Stone Age (8th – 5th millennium
B.C.): bone objects that were found on the banks of the Big Ludza Lake confirm this fact.
Ludza was mentioned in ancient Russian documents (Kiev and Ipaty‟s chronicle) for the first
time in 1177. There was a Latgalian castle here and a settlement near it. In 1399 Livonia Order
built the Ludza castle on the place of the Latgalian castle between the Big and Small Ludza
Lakes (at the moment there are only ruins of the castle left). Judging by the ruins of the castle,
the internal foreparts and the main walls were built of stones and covered with bricks. The
castle was located by the very Pskov princedom border that was why Pskov inhabitants were
afraid of knights‟ attacks and built a fortress in 1463. In the course of centuries Ludza belonged
to the Germans, the Poles, the Russians, and the Byelorussians. Therefore the town name also
changed once and again.
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• LUDZA ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES. In the 1st decade of the 19th century Ludza‟s trade
importance increased significantly. In the town there were six fairs organised every year; the
main trade product was flax. In 1896 in Ludza there were 242 trade and industrial companies.
In the beginning of the 20th century Ludza‟s inhabitants mostly were retail traders and
craftsmen.
In 1902 there were two mills, two limekilns, a leather tannery, a brick kiln.
In 1929 in Ludza there were already 8 fairs. In 1935 there were 356 trading companies with
543 employees and 238 production companies that employed 344 workers. On the 3 rd of July
1941 Ludza was occupied by the German army, but on the 23 rd of July 1944 the Red army
occupied it. Ludza inhabitants also suffered in the USSR occupation power‟s mass deportations
and arrests. In 1949 Ludza became the centre of the district.
After the Second World War many industrial enterprises were built in Ludza. The largest ones
were metal processing, flax processing, meat processing and milk processing companies. The
metal processing factory "Metālists" produced 67 product items, mostly consumer goods. The
galvanised vessels were exported to nine countries. The flax processing factory that was built
in 1952 also processed flax grown in Pskov region. In Ludza there was a poultry processing
factory and a bakery. Rēzekne milk processing company‟s Ludza dairy plant (built in 1972)
produced butter, sour cream, curd. There was also a soft drinks workshop, a needle flour
factory, a “Daiļrade” branch, a repair and construction department, the Latgale melioration
system department, the forest industry management, the district consumer services
establishment, a branch of “Komutators”.

Ludza Town Council

The number of the inhabitants has increased in three times during the last 130 years. There
were 1.490 inhabitants in Ludza in 1.784, 3.578 inhabitants in 1868 and 7.100 inhabitants in
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1914. The increasing of the number of the inhabitants stopped by the Second World War when
the 30 % of the population of Ludza were lost. Until 1940 the town couldn‟t recover the losses,
but the war brought disaster and extinction again. In 1943 there were only 3.946 inhabitants in
Ludza. During the post war years mainly the light industry was developed in Ludza. The
largest factories were: the metal-working factory, the flax mill, the milk products and the meat
products factories. The number of the inhabitants has gone up owing to the mechanical
movement. Until 1989 the number of the inhabitants was increasing, it was about 12.000.
Latvia recovered independence. The number of inhabitants began to decrease - in 2001 it
decreased by 1.120 inhabitants in comparison with 1989, by 9%.
Today different companies offer their service to the inhabitants of Ludza: the public utilities
service – the water supply service and the sewerage service and the utilization service;
Ltd.limited “Ludza service”- the service of the municipal houses, Ltd. limited - Ludza transport
enterprise, Ltd. limited “Strāva”- electric installation service etc. Ltd. limited “Ludzas
Maiznīca” makes bread products. Ltd. limited “Skardnieks L” produces different household
goods. Ltd. limited “Ludzas koks”, “Saule V” are employed in the wood processing. Ltd.
limited “Linex” recycles flax into fiber. There are many car-repair shops, trade companies and
branch banks in Ludza.
• SIGHTS
In 1687 near the Livonija order castle the Polish built the first Catholic Church to strengthen
the faith. In 1738 instead of burned church dean built a new
church with 2 tall and 2 small towers. Then it was the
biggest and most beautiful wooden church in Latvia. On the
11th of June in 1938 it burned down in the great Ludza fire.
On 5th August 1993 the renovated white majestic church
was opened for the faithful. The church rises in the
beautiful place near the Big Ludza Lake, it is the
architectonic dominant, marking local panorama with
bright, far visible silhouette. Some hills: Makašanu hill, the
Hebrew old and new graves on the north bank of Small
Ludza Lake, the Castle Hill, churches, the Gnaf Hill, the
old and new graves hills, the Jurizdika Hills on the south
bank of the Big Ludza Lake give the scenic view to the
church. There is a small Jurizdika mire near the eastern
border of the town.

Ludza Medieval castle ruins are placed in
Jurizdika castle mound between the Ludza
Big and Small lakes. In the place,
inhabited already in the stone age, where
wooden castle was built in the iron age by
ancient Latgaļi, Germans in 1399 built the
greatest in Latgale Livonian castle – three
floor brick building with 6 towers, 3 gates
and 2 forcastles – it was the gate from
Livonia to Eastern countries.
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Ludza Local History Museum is located near the Livonian castle ruins. It contains more than
34 thousand of exhibition units. In the main building of exhibition and open-air objects are
exposed over 6 thousand exhibits, which portray history of the region from ancient times till
present. Each year Ludza Local History Museum is attended by several thousands of visitors.
The open-air department contains
farmer‟s chimneyless dwelling
house, farmer‟s dwelling house,
the workshop of Latgale ceramist,
a windmill and kiln house. All the
country building objects have
initial original interiors and
characterize the way of life of local
people of 19th and 20th century.
There is also a derv operated motor
in the open-air department. This
vehicle can develop the speed of 4
km per hour, turn a threshing –
machine driving - belt.

The main building of the museum is the memorial house of the hero of Great Civil War of
1812, general major of Russian army cavalry Jakov Kuļņev. There are weapons, instruments
and bijouterie of inhabitants of this region exposed in the exposition halls. Exhibits tell us
about people‟s age long battle for better life, freedom and independence, about education in
this region. Some boards are devoted to the famous Ludza citizens. There is also the constant
exhibition "Hero‟s return home", which is devoted to the chief of Grodno hussar regiment,
general major Jakov Kuļņev.
In the nature department you can view various examples of this region‟s minerals and fauna.
The characteristic form of museum work is organizing of exhibitions. The museum organizes
wide ethnographic activities and also some not traditional activities.

• LUDZA PEOPLE AND TRADITIONS. The wealth of Ludza and region - the people that
work and study here, that live here. The wealth of the people – the latgallian soul that is open
for joy of living. Ludza is proud of its people, collectives, of its traditions that carry the name
of Ludza all over the world.
Craft traditions in Ludza‟s region connect with ceramics, xylography, wickerwork, weaving,
practise knitting, crochet. Several amateur collectives cultivate folklore traditions in Ludza,
taking part in local and international arrangements and shows. They are: the folklore group
“Dzeipuri”, the folk dance collective of the town gymnasium “Zhiks” (the collective involves
pupils of forms 1-12), the dance collective of middle age “Reize” and the dance collective of
elder age “Atvasara”.
Several known amateur collectives form and cultivate Ludza‟s traditions: brass band “Ludza”,
seniors dance collective “Joyful grandmas”, kids and teenagers‟ popgroup “Spice”, youth
chorus “Austrumstīga”.
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Several traditional arrangements that attract international attention take place in Ludza.
Ethnographic festivities in
the museum of Local history
of Ludza
Competition
of
young
performers “The young stars”
Festival of children and
youths “The sunny rain” etc.

Ludza offers to tourists its cultural and historical heritage – massive medieval castle ruins,
beautiful new catholic church, Saint Virgin Mary statue, made by L. Tomašickis, chapel of
Karņicku family, renovated orthodox church, built in the style of late classicism, Hebrew
sinagog, old – believer church and other objects.
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Latvia is a small country at the Baltic Sea with ancient history and traditions. There are many
interesting tourist sights which will attract everyone. If you want to enjoy nature - there is not
only the serene Gulf of Riga and the open Baltic Sea, but also nature parks, fast rivers and
lakes with beautiful forests on the shores. Those who are interested in history will be fascinated
by the medieval castles and culture of the ancient Latvians. In Old Riga you will find fabulous
architectural monuments. There are many beautiful churches in Latvia - both ancient and
modern. The country has its own traditional Latvian celebrations, different cultural events and
entertaining programs throughout the year.

The Republic of Latvia is
founded on November 18, 1918
Location: Latvia is situated in
Northern Europe, on the coast of
the Baltic Sea.
The Territory of Latvia: 64,589
square kilometres (24,938 square
miles).

National anthem: 'Dievs, sveti Latviju!' (God Bless Latvia)
International code: LV
Constitution: democratic parliamentary republic
The parliament, called the Saeima consists of 100 elected MPs.
President: Valdis Zatlers (since 8 July, 2007)
Official language: Latvian
Total population: 2 274 700 (the data of 07.2007)
Capital city: Riga (723.930 inhabitants)
Administrative organisation: 7 cities, 65 towns, 26 regions, 11 districts, 467 parishes
Traditionally divided into 4 regions: Vidzeme, Latgale, Kurzeme and Zemgale
Largest cities apart from Riga: Daugavpils, Jelgava, Jurmala, Liepaja, Rezekne, Ventspils
Major ports: Ventspils, Riga, Liepaja
Ethnic composition: Latvians -59.0% (1.348.344) , Russians - 28.3% (646.567), Belorussians
- 3.7% (85.434), Ukrainians - 2.5% (57.794), Poles- 2.4% (54.831), Lithuanians - 1.4%
(31.034), Others - 2.1% (the data of 01.04.2007)
Religion: Non-religious - 35%, Lutheran - 24%, Catholic - 18%, Orthodox - 15%, Others - 8%
Currency: Lats (LVL), 1 lats = 100 santimi
Time: GMT +2, from April to November GMT +3
Internet domain: .lv
International telephone code: +371
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• HISTORY OF LATVIA: A TIMELINE
9000 BC
Early 2000 BC
Latter half of the
1100s – 1200s
1201
1500s
1600s
1700s
1850s – 1870s
1905-1907
November 18, 1918
August 11, 1920

August 23, 1939

October 5, 1939

June 16, 1940

June 17, 1940
July 23, 1940

June 14, 1941
1941 – 1945
1941 – 1944
May 8, 1945
1945 – 1956
March 25, 1949
June 14 and August
23, 1987
May 4, 1990
August 21, 1991
August 31, 1994
April – May 2004
28-29 November,

Arrival of the first inhabitants to the territory which is Latvia now, after the
withdrawal of the glaciers.
Proto-Balts (forefathers of the modern Latvians) settle Latvia‟s territory.
Arrival of German traders, missionaries and crusaders in Latvia. Tribal
territories fall into the hands of the Germans. Livonia is established.
City of Rīga founded.
Livonian War (1558-1583). Latvian territory under Polish-Lithuanian rule.
The Duchies of Courland-Semigallia and Polish Livonia (Inflanty) are formed.
Polish-Swedish War (1600-1629). Vidzeme (Livland) and Rīga under
Swedish rule. Rīga – Sweden‟s largest city.
Great Northern War (1700-1721). Vidzeme and Rīga come under Russian
rule. Latgale (Latgallia) and the Duchy of Courland are annexed to Russia.
National awakening of the Latvian people. The New Latvians (jaunlatvieši)
movement occurs.
Latvian Revolution.
Proclamation of independence of Latvia.
Soviet Russia (later – the USSR) and the Republic of Latvia sign a peace
treaty. Russia acknowledges Latvia‟s independence and forever withdraws its
claims to the territory of Latvia.
Non-aggression pact between the USSR and Germany (so-called 'MolotovRibbentrop Pact'): both totalitarian states divide Eastern Europe between
them. According to the secret protocol, Latvia together with Estonia and later
also Lithuania, are absorbed within the Soviet sphere of influence.
Threatening armed intervention, the USSR forces Latvia‟s government to sign
an agreement allowing Soviet army bases on Latvian territory (officially
called a „mutual assistance agreement‟).
Violating all agreements and treaties between the two states, as well as the
principles of international law, the USSR delivers an ultimatum to Latvia. It
demands the formation of a new pro-Soviet government and announces the
immediate deployment of Soviet armed forces to the country.
Latvia occupied by USSR troops.
The USA Foreign Affairs department declares that the occupation of the
Baltic countries is illegal and their incorporation into the USSR is not
recognised by the USA.
20,000 Latvians are deported from Latvia to Siberia. Among the deported are
almost 100 infants under the age of 1 and more than 3000 children under the
age of 16.
Latvia occupied by the German Third Reich.
The German occupation regime exterminates over 90,000 Latvian civilians,
mainly Jews.
End of the Second World War. The German occupation army capitulates and
the USSR occupation power is re-established in the territory of Latvia.
A continuous Latvian national partisan armed struggle against the second
Soviet occupation spread throughout the country.
More than 43,000 innocent people are labelled as enemies of the reestablished Soviet regime and are deported to Siberia.
The first large anti-Soviet and anti-occupation demonstrations in Rīga.
Adoption of a declaration restoring independence with a transition period.
Complete reinstatement of Latvia‟s independence.
The last troops of Russian (former USSR) occupation army leave Latvia.
Latvia becomes a member of NATO and the European Union.
Latvia hosts NATO summit.
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Written records of the red-white-red Latvian flag have existed since the second
half of the 13th century. This historical evidence would place the Latvian flag
among the oldest flags of the world. In 1922 red-white-red flag became the
Latvian Republic flag.

“Dievs, svētī Latviju!” ("God bless Latvia!") is the national anthem. The words and music
were written by Kārlis Baumanis. The anthem first appeared in the second half of the 19th
century when the Latvian people were beginning to openly exhibit a strong sense of national
pride and identity.

Amber has long been viewed as a precious stone associated with the
eastern shores of the Baltic Sea. Latvians themselves have often referred to the
Baltic Sea as the Amber Sea (Dzintarjūra), reinforcing the symbolic importance
of amber (dzintars) in Latvian culture and history. Unlike other precious and
semi-precious stones which are formed through inorganic chemical processes,
Baltic amber (succinite) is formed from organic elements - fossilised pine resin.
For this reason, amber absorbs body heat and is easy to shape.

The Daugava is considered the Latvian national river. The
Daugava is the largest river that flows through Latvia (total
length 1005 km, of these 352 km flow through Latvian
territory).

The freedom monument, or Brīvības piemineklis, in the capital city Riga
has become an undisputed symbol of independence. It was built from 1931
until 1935 from donated funds. The monument is designed by the Latvian
sculptor Kārlis Zāle.

National costumes are an integral part of Latvia's heritage.
They have been handed down from generation to generation
as colourful adornments and treasured heirlooms. The
costumes are worn on festive occasions.
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• LATVIA FAMOUS PLACES
Vecrīga (Old Riga) is the historical centre of Riga, located
on the East side of Daugava River. Vecrīga is famous for
its old churches and cathedrals. City Hall Square, the
Blackheads „ House, Roland's monument.
.

Riga Castle - President residence.

Lido Recreation Centre the open-air skating rink with
artificial ice, largest in the Baltics, its area being 5102 m2. Up
to 500 skaters can skate at the rink at the same time. The iceskating rink welcomes visitors from October through April,
and recently it has been adapted for the summer season – now
roller-skaters can use it as well.

Kolkasrags is the most northern point of Kurzeme and the
place where the waters of the Baltic Sea collide with those of
the Gulf of Riga. Kolkasrags is in Slītere National Park,
where one can view characteristically Latvian forests and
marshes, beaver dams, and rare bird species.

Kuldiga Old Town is a candidate for UNESCO World
Heritage Site status. The town also boasts the widest waterfall
in the Baltics on the River Venta - 2 m high and 249 m wide.
The waterfall can be viewed up close or from the old brick
bridge that dates to 1874 and is one of the longest bridges of
its type in Europe (166 m).

Koknese Castle Ruins. Construction of this castle began in
1209, in the same place where an older wooden castle once
stood. The fortress was destroyed in 1701 during the Great
Northern War. The romantic castle ruins remain to this day,
although the waters of the Daugava have been lapping at their
foundations since the 1966 building of the Pļaviņas
hydroelectric station.
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Kurzeme's Baroque gem and the former residence of Duke Biron of
Kurzeme, Rundale Palace was planned by and built under the
direction of Russian court architect FB Rastrelli from 1736 to 1740.
The interior of the palace has been restored and is mostly in the
Rococo style.

Turaida Museum Reserve. This 42 hectare area includes the
remains of Turaida Castle (1214-1566), Baznīckalns Hill, a
medieval cemetery, the legendary grave of the „Rose of
Turaida‟, a little wooden church (1750), and the former Turaida
estate buildings with various museum exhibits. An ancient
Gauja Liv settlement area, now converted into the Folk Song
Park and Dainu Hill, is also here. The view of the Gauja River
valley from the Turaida Castle tower is unforgettable.

The Gauja National Park is the largest
Latvia, with an area of 917.45 km². It was
1973 and is thus also the oldest national park
Gutmanis Cave is the deepest cave in the
located on the Gauja River bank. It is 19
meters wide and 10 meters high.

national park in
established on
in
Latvia.
Baltic countries,
meters deep, 12

Latgales Nicgale Big boulder largest known boulder in
Latvia. Length – 10,5 m, width – 10,4 m, height – 3,5 m,
circumference – 31,1 m, volume of the visible part–170 m³.

Aglona Basilica is Latvia's most important pilgrimage site and the
leading Roman Catholic shrine in the nation. The church was built
in 1699. Pope John Paul II's visit and bless Aglona Basilica in
1993.

The monument “United for Latvia”, situated in the town of Rēzekne, symbolizes Latgale being
part of Latvia.
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Zepół Szkół Energetycznych was founded in 1914. At first it was situated in Leszczyńskiego
Street, but after a few years the headmaster of the school Witold Wojnicz decided to build a
new property in Długa Street because of the lack of place for students. It started in 1953 and
finished in 1958. At the beginning of 1958 students started to learn in a new building, but the
school was being still rebuilt until 1967.

It is a 4-year technical school preparing students to work as technicians or continue in higher
education institutions. There are about 500 students, who can choose one of three profiles
offered by the school: Information Technology, Electronics and Electricity. All the students
learn two foreign languages: English and German. They can take part in many extra curricular
activities organized by the school. Many students have been very successful in various contests
organized locally and nationally.

Currently there are 55 teachers employed and all of them make up a highly qualified and
experienced staff. The teachers cooperate in so called Subject Groups which include the
following sections: Polish, History, Foreign Languages, Mathematics and Science, Physical
Education and Vocational Subjects. In order to improve their teaching skills and knowledge,
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the teachers take part in numerous workshops, conferences and lectures or take up various post
graduate studies.
The school has a really good laboratories and workrooms equipped in modern technology and
equipment.
The school has:
 26 school rooms with backups
 electric school rooms
 equipment and protection laboratory
 electric machines laboratory



4 computer laboratories
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2 multimedia laboratories



multimedia language laboratory
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local area network and the Internet



2 gyms



fitness room
field firing range
many sports fields
school library
school clubroom, cafe, school radio station
doctor and dentist office
school workhouses
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The biggest city in eastern Poland, Lublin has a population of about 500,000 and it is Poland‟s
ninth largest city. A union town, which began as a trade route, stopped-over in the 6th century
and grew into the industrial, yet scholar metropolis that it is today.
Lublin is located on the Lublin Upland. The Bystrzyca river divides the city into two diverse
parts: the western side is made up of undulating hills with a number of interesting valleys and
gorges; while it is flatter on the eastern side. The city has great possibilities for recreation for
western visitors with its blend of tradition, rural crafts, and a large lake and several forests to
wander
through.

• HISTORY OF LUBLIN
The history of Lublin began in the Middle Ages, when the town was a trade settlement and a
guard post on the eastern border of a young Polish state. The first written information about it
dates back to the 12th century, and then in 1317 it was granted city rights. Its position was
favourable on the trade route to the Black Sea, while its peripheral location resulted in
numerous invasions.
In the 15th century Lublin was fortified, strengthened with towers and gates, and a castle of
brick was constructed. Now only one tower and the Gothic chapel with its extraordinary
frescoes funded by King Wladyslaw Jagiello survive from the original building.
In the 16th century Lublin witnessed one of the most crucial events in Polish history – the
signing of the pact between Poland and Lithuania. This is known as the Lublin Union, and
marked the beginning of the largest mainland state in Europe, which included the lands of Russ
and spread from the Baltic to the Black Sea.
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Under Nazi occupation during World
War II, many citizens of Lublin,
especially Jews, were killed at the
local
concentration
camp
in
Majdanek, a suburb of the city. Two
Jewish districts (Podzamcze, located
around the castle, and the western
suburb of Wieniawa) were razed to
the ground.

Crematorium
In 1944 the city became the first postwar capital, which was moved to Warsaw in January,
1945. In the postwar years Lublin continued to grow, tripling its population and greatly
expanding in the area.
• THE ECONOMY OF LUBLIN
Lublin remains predominantly an academic centre with a massive student population of around
100,000. It is sometimes called “Polish Oxford” for its five public universities and other private
higher education establishments.
However, several industrial sectors are quite well developed, especially in the production of
light vans, the pharmaceutical industry and food processing. Lublin has been organising
international trade fairs since 1999. Agriculturally, the area of Lublin has been an important
centre of hops production since medieval times, and Lublin hops are used in lager beers
throughout Central Europe.
• IMPORTANT PLACES IN LUBLIN
The picturesque Old Town, located on a low, rounded hill, boasts many outstanding sights, and
looks like a ready-made medieval film set. You cannot miss the Dominican Church and the
monumental neo-Gothic castle with its chapel decorated with 15th-century frescoes.
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1. The Krakow Gate - a part of the
original city wall, built in 13th

2. The Old Town

3. The Cathedral
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4. The King’s Castle

5. The Town Hall

6. The open-air museum at Majdanek - it was founded in November 1944 on the
grounds of the former German concentration camp.
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Poland lies in the central part of the European continent. The capital city is Warsaw. To the
west, Poland has a border with Germany, to the south with the Czech Republic and Slovakia to
the east and north-east with Ukraine Belarus Lithuania and Russia.
Poland's total surface area is 322,500 sq km. This makes it the ninth largest country in Europe
and the 63rd largest in the world.
Poland's population, concentrated mainly in urban areas, is over 38.5 million people which
makes our country the 33rd most populous country in the world.

• IMPORTANT PLACES OF POLAND
1. Warsaw - the capital of Poland - before the Second World War Warsaw was called the Paris
of the North. During World War II it was razed to the ground and it was rebuilt with the great
commitment of its citizens.

2. Krakow - a city wrapped in legend, where time flows differently, and where every moment
becomes a moment of history. For centuries Krakow was the capital of Poland, the seat of
kings, drawing great scholars and artists from the whole world.
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3. Gdańsk at the Baltic Sea - a city dating back over a thousand years in historical
records, with a very rich heritage.

4. Zakopane in Polish Tatra Mountains is the biggest center of skiing and mountain tourism in
Poland.

5. The Mazury Lake District - a region mostly associated with holidays and summer
yachting, where civilization has not yet printed their devastating mark, where wildlife and
idyllic landscapes give lots of pleasure.
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